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Abstract
This paper proposes new visual features for audio-visual speech
recognition using lip information extracted from side-face im-
ages. In order to increase the noise-robustness of speech recog-
nition, we have proposed an audio-visual speech recognition
method using speaker lip information extracted from side-face
images taken by a small camera installed in a mobile device.
Our previous method used only movement information of lips,
measured by optical-flow analysis, as a visual feature. How-
ever, since shape information of lips is also obviously impor-
tant, this paper attempts to combine lip-shape information with
lip-movement information to improve the audio-visual speech
recognition performance. A combination of an angle value be-
tween upper and lower lips (lip-angle) and its derivative is ex-
tracted as lip-shape features. Effectiveness of the lip-angle fea-
tures has been evaluated under various SNR conditions. The
proposed features improved recognition accuracies in all SNR
conditions in comparison with audio-only recognition results.
The best improvement of 8.0% in absolute value was obtained at
5dB SNR condition. Combining the lip-angle features with our
previous features extracted by the optical-flow analysis yielded
further improvement. These visual features were confirmed to
be effective even when the audio HMM used in our method was
adapted to noise by the MLLR method.

1. Introduction
In the recent mobile environment, necessity of noise-robust
speech recognition is widely spreading. Audio-visual (bimodal)
speech recognition techniques using face information in addi-
tion to acoustic information are promising directions for in-
creasing the robustness of speech recognition, and many audio-
visual methods have been proposed thus far[1-8]. However,
most of them use lip information extracted from frontal images
of the face, users need to hold a handset with a camera in front
of their mouth. This is not only unnatural but also inconvenient
for talking in a mobile environment. If the lip information can
be captured in the usual way of holding the handset in telephone
conversations, this would be more desirable for the users.

From this point of view, we previously proposed an audio-
visual method using side-face images, assuming that a small
camera can be installed near the microphone of the mo-
bile device[9]. In our method, a bimodal speech recogni-
tion technique[10] was employed and lip-movement features
extracted by an optical-flow analysis were used as visual
features[9, 10]. Specifically, horizontal and vertical variances
of optical-flow vector components were used, and the effective-
ness of using lip-movement information in increasing the noise
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robustness was confirmed. However, since it is obvious that lip-
shape information is also important for lip-reading by humans,
in this paper we investigate using shape information extracted
from side-face images for further increasing the performance.

In this paper, we first propose new visual features which can
be measured using an angle between upper and lower lips. The
angle is hereafter referred to as “lip-angle”. Then, effectiveness
of the proposed features is investigated using our audio-visual
speech recognition scheme.

In Section 2, we explain the method for extracting the angle
information. Section 3 describes our audio-visual recognition
method. Experimental results are reported in Section 4, and
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Lip-angle extraction

The lip-angle extraction process consists of three components:
(1) detecting a lip area, (2) extracting a center point of lips, and
(3) determining lip-lines and a lip-angle. Details are explained
in the following subsections.

2.1. Detecting a lip area

Speaker’s lips in the video data of the side view are tracked by
using a rectangular window. An example of a detected rectan-
gular image is shown in Figure 1.

For detecting a rectangular lip area from an image frame,
two kinds of image processing methods are used: edge detection
by Sobel filtering and binarization using hue values. Examples
of the edge image and the binary image are shown in Figures
2 and 3, respectively. As shown in Figure 2, the edge image is
effective in detecting horizontal positions of a nose, a mouth,
lips and a jaw. Therefore, the edge image is used for horizontal
search of the lip area; first counting the number of edge points
on every vertical line in the image, and finding the image area
which has a larger value of edge points than a preset threshold.
Since lips, cheek, and chin areas have a hue value around 1.5π
∼ 2.0π, and they do not exist in the same horizontal level, the
binary image is used for vertical search of the lip area, in the
same way as the horizontal search in the edge image.

2.2. Extracting the center point of lips

The center point of lips is defined as an intersection of upper
and lower lips, as shown in Figure 1. For finding the center
point, a dark area considered to be inside of the mouth is first
extracted from the rectangular lip area. The dark area is defined
as a set of pixels having brightness values lower than 15. The
left-most point of the dark area is extracted as the center point.
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Figure 1: An example of (a) a detected rectangular lip area, (b)
an extracted center point of lips, and (c) detected lip-lines.

Figure 2: An example of the
edge image.

Figure 3: An example of the bi-
nary image.

2.3. Determining lip-lines and a lip-angle

Finally, two lines modeling upper and lower lips are determined
in the lip area. These lines are referred to as “lip-lines”. Exam-
ples of detected lip-lines are shown in Figure 1.

The detecting process is as follows:

1. An AND (overlapped) image is created for edge and bi-
nary images.

2. Line segments are radially drawn from the center point
to the right in the image at every small step of the angle,
and the number of AND points on each line segment is
counted.

3. A line segment having the maximum number of points
is detected as the “base line” which is used for detect-
ing upper and lower lip-lines. A dotted line in Figure 4
shows an example of the base line.

4. The number of points on each line segment is counted in
the binary image made by using hue values.

5. Line segments with the maximum value above and below
the base line are respectively detected as upper and lower
lip-lines. Solid lines in Figure 4 indicates examples of
the lip-lines.

Finally, a lip-angle between the upper and lower lip-lines is
measured.

3. Audio-visual speech recognition using
lip-angle features

3.1. Overview

Figure 5 shows our bimodal speech recognition system using
lip-angle features[10]. First, both speech signals and lip images
of the side view are synchronously recorded. Audio signals

Figure 4: An example of determined lip-lines.

are sampled at 16kHz with 16bit resolution. The speech sig-
nal at each frame is converted into 38 acoustic parameters: 12
MFCCs, 12 ∆MFCCs, 12 ∆∆MFCCs, ∆ log energy, and ∆∆
log energy. The window length and the frame rate are set at 25
ms and 100 frames/s, respectively. Cepstral mean subtraction
(CMS) is applied to each utterance. Visual signals are captured
as RGB video signals with a frame rate of 30 frames/s, where
each image has a 720×480 pixel resolution. Before computing
the lip-angle, the image size is reduced to 180×120.

Next, two dimensional visual features, consisting of a lip-
angle and its derivative (delta), are calculated for each frame and
normalized by the maximum values in each utterance. Figure 6
shows an example of a time function of the normalized lip-angle
for a Japanese digit utterance, “7102, 9134”. It is shown that the
features are almost constant in pause/silence periods and have
large values when the speaker’s mouth is widely opened.

The lip-angle features and the visual features obtained by
optical-flow analysis[10] are further combined to produce a four
dimensional visual feature set which is then evaluated in com-
parison with the two dimensional feature set consisting of only
the lip-angle features.

The acoustic and visual features are combined to construct
a single vector. In order to compensate for the frame rate differ-
ence, the visual features are interpolated from 30Hz to 100Hz
by a 3-degree spline function. After this step, the acoustic and
interpolated visual features are simply concatenated to build a
40(42)-dimensional audio-visual feature vector.

Triphone HMMs are constructed with the structure of
multi-stream HMMs. In recognition, the probability bj(oav) of
generating audio-visual observation oav for state j is calculated
by:

bj(oav) = baj(oa)λa × bvj(ov)λv , (1)

where baj(oa) is the probability of generating acoustic obser-
vation oa, and bvj(ov) is the probability of generating visual
observation ov . λa and λv are weighting factors for the audio
and the visual stream, respectively. They are constrained by
λa + λv = 1.

3.2. Building multi-stream HMMs

In order to make the HMMs for recognition, audio and visual
HMMs are trained separately and combined using a mixture-
tying technique as follows.

1. The audio HMMs are trained using 38-dimensional
acoustic (audio) features. Each audio HMM has 3 states,
except for the “sp (short pause)” model which has a sin-
gle state.

2. Training utterances are segmented into phonemes by
the forced (Viterbi)-alignment technique using the audio
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Figure 5: Audio-visual speech recognition system using lip-angle features.
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Figure 6: An example of a time function of the normalized lip-
angle value.

HMMs, and time aligned labels are obtained.

3. The visual HMMs are trained by 2(4)-dimensional visual
features using the phoneme labels obtained by step 2.
Each visual HMM has 3 states, except for the “sp” and
“sil (silence)” models which have a single state.

4. The audio and visual HMMs are combined to build
audio-visual HMMs. Gaussian mixtures in the audio
stream of the audio-visual HMMs are tied with cor-
responding audio-HMM mixtures, while the mixtures
in the visual stream are tied with corresponding visual
HMM mixtures.

In all the HMMs, the number of mixtures is set at two.

4. Experiments
4.1. Database

An audio-visual speech database was collected from 38 male
speakers in a clean/quiet condition. Each speaker uttered 50
sequences of four connected digits in Japanese. Short pauses
were inserted between the sequences.

In order to simulate the situation in which speakers would
be using a mobile device with a small camera installed near a
microphone, speech and lip images were recorded by a micro-
phone and a DV camera located approximately 10cm away from
each speaker’s right cheek.

4.2. Training and Recognition

The HMMs were trained using clean audio-visual data, and au-
dio data for testing were contaminated with white noise at four
SNR levels: 5, 10, 15 and 20dB. Experiments were conducted

using the leave-one-out method; data from one speaker were
used for testing, while data from the remaining 37 speakers
were used for training. Accordingly, 38 speaker-independent
experiments were conducted, and a mean word accuracy was
calculated as the measure of the recognition performance.

4.3. Experimental Results

Table 1 shows digit recognition accuracies obtained by the
audio-only and the audio-visual methods at various SNR con-
ditions. Accuracies using only optical-flow features[9] are also
shown in the table for comparison. The audio and visual stream
weights in the audio-visual methods were optimized at each
condition. The optimized audio stream weights (λa) are shown
next to the audio-visual recognition accuracies in the table. In
all the SNR conditions, digit accuracies were improved by using
lip-angle features compared to results obtained by the audio-
only method. The best improvement from the baseline (audio-
only) results, 8.0% in absolute value, was observed at the 5dB
SNR condition.

Combining visual features improved digit accuracies more
than either of the 2-dimensional audio-visual feature results,
which used only optical-flow features or lip-angle features as
visual information, at all the SNR conditions. The absolute im-
provement of the accuracy at the 5dB SNR condition was 10.9%
from the audio-only (baseline) method.

Figure 7 shows the digit recognition accuracy as a function
of the audio stream weight (λa) at the 5dB SNR condition. The
horizontal and vertical axes indicate the audio stream weight
(λa) and the digit recognition accuracy, respectively. The dotted
straight line indicates the baseline (audio-only) results, and oth-
ers indicate the results obtained by audio-visual methods. For
all the visual features conditions, improvements from baseline
are observed over a wide range of the stream weight. The range
over which accuracy is improved is largest when the combined
visual features are used. This means that the proposed audio-
visual recognition methods are not sensitive to the change of
stream weights, and the method using the combined visual fea-
tures are the most robust for the change of the weight.

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed visual fea-
tures in a condition of combination with noise-adapted audio
HMM, a supplementary experiment was conducted. The audio-
visual HMM was constructed by integrating the audio HMM
adapted by the MLLR (Maximum Likelihood Linear Regres-
sion) method and non-adapted visual HMM. Table 2 shows the
results when using the adapted audio-visual HMM. Comparing
these to the results of the baseline (audio-only) method in Tables
1, it can be observed that accuracies are largely improved by the
MLLR adaptation. It can also be observed that the visual fea-
tures further improve the performance. Consequently, the best



Table 1: Comparison of digit recognition accuracies with the audio-only and three audio-visual methods at various SNR conditions.

SNR Audio-only Audio-visual (Optimized λa)
(dB) (baseline) Optical-flow Lip-angle Combined
20 91.5% 92.2% ( 0.60 ) 92.3% ( 0.55 ) 92.6% ( 0.70 )
15 75.6% 78.7% ( 0.55 ) 79.1% ( 0.35 ) 79.9% ( 0.55 )
10 51.9% 56.7% ( 0.60 ) 57.5% ( 0.30 ) 59.4% ( 0.45 )
5 28.4% 34.7% ( 0.40 ) 36.4% ( 0.20 ) 39.3% ( 0.25 )

Table 2: Comparison of digit recognition accuracies when MLLR-based audio-visual HMM adaptation is applied.

SNR Audio-only Audio-visual (Optimized λa)
(dB) (baseline) Optical-flow Lip-angle Combined
20 97.0% 97.2% ( 0.90 ) 97.4% ( 0.60 ) 97.2% ( 0.90 )
15 91.5% 93.3% ( 0.55 ) 93.3% ( 0.55 ) 93.4% ( 0.70 )
10 69.4% 76.9% ( 0.45 ) 77.2% ( 0.30 ) 79.5% ( 0.35 )
5 39.5% 52.6% ( 0.30 ) 53.1% ( 0.20 ) 58.4% ( 0.30 )
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Figure 7: Digit recognition accuracy as a function of the audio
stream weight (λa) at 5dB SNR condition.

improvement from the non-adapted audio-only result, 29.1% in
absolute value at the 5dB SNR condition, was observed when
using the adapted audio-visual HMM which included the com-
bined features.

5. Conclusions
This paper has proposed new visual features for audio-visual
speech recognition using lip information extracted from side-
face images. The proposed features, consisting of the lip-angle
between upper and lower lip-lines and its delta, achieved signifi-
cant improvement at all SNR conditions. Combination with pre-
viously proposed optical-flow features further improved recog-
nition accuracies. The improvement by using the visual features
was confirmed even when MLLR-based noise adaptation was
applied to the audio HMM.

Future works include (1) evaluation using more general
recognition tasks, (2) developing an optimization method of
stream weights, and (3) improving the combination method of
lip-angle and optical-flow features.
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